
The Philosophy- 
 
In the United States today, we seem to operate our everyday Society 
around the election cycles. What We The People need to realize is that in 
our Quasi-Capitalist system, each of us makes an important “Vote” every 
time we make the decision where we will spend the fruits of our labor, our 
Currency. The Philosophy behind the Patriots Business Alliance is to 
provide our Fellow Patriots with a vetted and proper “Voter’s Guide” 
when looking to cast their monetary “Votes”. 
 
We understand that how we decide to spend our currency also effects the 
political election cycle through the political and business actions of the 
businesses where we choose to spend our Currency. In an effort to 
connect Patriotic Consumers with Patriotic Providers, we endeavor to 
build a database of Providers who through the signing of our Pledge and 
our independent monitoring of their political activities and contributions, 
we will be providing our Fellow Patriot Consumers with that before-
referenced “Voter’s Guide”. 
 
As we move forward in our quest to restore THE Republic, we believe it 
becomes more important that we work to keep our Dollars in the hands of 
the Patriot Community. As the old saying, “Money is the Mother’s milk of 
politics,” continues to ring true, we Patriots have a true need to keep as 
much of both our necessary and discretionary spending within the Patriot 
Community. This will have two positive effects; 
 
1. Help Patriotic Constitutional candidates by increasing the Currency 
available to support them in the Patriot Community.  
2. Limiting the amount of the Currency of Patriots from being made 
available to Progressive candidates. 
 
All we ask is that if you agree with our Philosophy, that you will use the 
Patriots Business Alliance website and Member/Provider directory to 
assist you in deciding where to “Vote with your to Dollars to save THE 
Republic.” In return we Pledge to do everything within our abilities to 
provide you with vetted and proper “Candidates” for your monetary 
“Votes.” 


